1. Plantonic™is owned by KDE Investment and Trading Company Pte
Ltd (UEN No. 201911625W) whose registered office is at 360 Orchard
Road, International Building #08-02, Singapore 238869
2. Upon each purchase of the 5 Litre bottle of Plantonic™, the user is
entitled to receive a free 500ml Plantonic™4-in-1 Fertilising Essence
upon filling up the user information form via the QR code. The delivery
will be fulfilled by KDE Investment and Trading Company Pte Ltd
through a 3rd party last mile courier.
3. Upon scanning of the QR code to fill up the purchaser’s delivery
details, every completed form gives Plantonic™ p
 ermission to add
the user into their subscriber database for future promotions
through their monthly electronic direct mailer. If they want to
unsubscribe, it can be easily done through the e-mailer unsubscribe
link below.
4. By entering the delivery details and proof of purchase, an entrant is
indicating his/her agreement to be bound by these terms and
conditions.
5. Multiple entries will be accepted per person as long as the receipts are
have different serial numbers that have not been captured by the
system.
6. Starting date of this promotion is on 1 March 2021. And closing date
for this promotion will be 30 April 2021. After this date the no further
redemptions will be permitted.
7. No responsibility can be accepted for entries not received for
whatever reason.
8. The rules of the redemption and how to enter are as follows:
9. The promoter reserves the right to cancel or amend the redemption
and these terms and conditions without notice in the event of a
catastrophe, war, civil or military disturbance, act of God or any actual
or anticipated breach of any applicable law or regulation or any other
event outside of the promoter’s control. Any changes to the
redemption will be notified to entrants as soon as possible by the
promoter.
10. The promoter is not responsible for any faulty product conditions
supplied to any entrant by any third party connected with this
competition.
11. The redemption is as stated (500ml Plantonic™ 4
 -in-1 Plant
Fertilising Essence)and no cash or other alternatives will be offered.
The bottles are subject to availability and we reserve the right to
substitute any prize with another of equivalent value from Plantonic™
without giving notice.
12. The promoter’s decision in respect of all matters to do with the
competition will be final and no correspondence will be entered into.
13. By entering this competition, an entrant is indicating his/her agreement
to be bound by these terms and conditions.

14. The competition and these terms and conditions will be governed by
Singapore law and any disputes will be subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts of Singapore.
15. Any personal data relating to the user’s redemption will be used solely
in accordance with current Singapore’s PDPA data protection
legislation and will not be disclosed to a third party without the
entrant’s prior consent.
16. For all other questions on this redemption, please contact us at
enquiry@plantonic.sg
17. All forms submitted will be deemed as acceptance of these terms and
conditions.
18. This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by,
or associated with, Facebook, Instagram or any other Social Network.
You are providing your information to Plantonic ™owned by KDE
Investment and Trading Company Pte Ltd and not to any other party.
The information provided will be used in conjunction with the following
Privacy Policy found at https://www.plantonic.sg/privacy-policy/.

